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Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1421 Is She Really Sick? 

Samuel thought it would be good if he fainted now; he wouldn't have to answer Nicole's question 

anymore. 

As soon as that thought came into his head, Nicole said, "Are you going to faint? Where is Morgan?" 

It seemed she was not going to let him off. 

Samuel gave up struggling. 

"Wife, it's all my fault, okay? Tell me, what do I have to do to make you feel better? I'll do it." 

"I want to date a hot young man. I want to experience the feeling of being in love and being chased by 

someone. It's too bad that I only liked you before I married you." 

Samuel was surprised by what Nicole said. 

He wheeled himself into the room, took out a fruit knife, and handed it to her. 

"What do you mean?" 

Nicole was puzzled. 

Samuel said seriously, "If you lose your spouse, you will be able to go out with a hot young man openly." 

"Murder is illegal." 

Nicole said in a grieved tone. 

"Samuel, don't you dare try to set me up. I knew that your feelings for me are not genuine. And you 

wouldn't admit it. Now your true colors are showing. You want me to become a murderer? You want me 

gone so you can marry someone else, right?" 

The more Nicole said, the more ridiculous she became. 

Samuel suddenly felt that the current Nicole was really a little psychotic. Was she scared out of her wits? 

"You are my only wife in this life, my only woman and lover. Do you understand?" 

"Wife, woman, and lover. You have three women? My loss is even heavier." 

How she twisted his words really drove Samuel crazy. 

"Never mind, the more I talk to you, the madder I get. I'm going back to my room to rest," said Nicole. 

She threw away the fruit knife, then turned around and came to the bedroom next door. 

Ignored, Samuel was depressed. 

When would this misery end? When would Nicole regain her sanity? He really couldn't stand her anger 

and sarcasm anymore. 



After entering the room, Nicole became thoughtful. 

Lucas' words lingered in her mind. 

He said that she had been acting like this most likely because she was either having an early menopause 

or pregnant. Her mood swings were such that living had become torture for him. 

It sounded like a complaint, but to Nicole, it was a reminder. 

Her period was a week late this month. This time, Samuel was self-righteous and cared little about her 

safety. She was indeed angry and wanted him to learn from this. What surprised her was that when she 

saw Samuel, her uncontrollable irritability was unprecedented. 

She really wanted to have a huge fight with Samuel. 

It felt wrong. Even she felt that she was making trouble for no reason, but she just couldn't vent out her 

anger. Everything was bothering her. 

What was wrong with her? 

she really have 

of this, 

didn't think 

her that Blair had personally performed the ligation. Nicole knew how good a doctor he was, and 

Samuel had been determined to have the ligation. There would definitely be no problem. She was sure 

they could no longer have 

really pregnant, Morgan would know, 

was as if there was a monster living in her body 

an examination, but he seemed to be very busy. Moreover, he had 

She thought of Gabrielle. 

Nicole hadn't given a gift to Blair's son. However, her wounds hadn't healed, and she hadn't been feeling 

well. If she went to see Gabrielle and 

she had been abroad recently and would not be able to return 

she didn't even have anyone to 

That girl might think that she was making a fuss 

Nicole sighed again. 

was so difficult to find someone that she could talk 

she suddenly remembered Laurence 

occurred 

these two ever since she 



Nicole called Ernesto. 

are Laurence and 

Green, they are training on an isolated island. They 

Ernesto hurriedly replied. 

long has 

you and Mr. Green left 

had been gone 

wondered how Laurence 

and tell them to come back. Tell them that 

"Alright." 

Ernesto hurriedly complied. 

the master bedroom and couldn't 

missed her nurse instead 

exactly should he 

he have to hurt 

and even blamed him for something 

this, Samuel 

No! 

this, Nicole might reckon 

to sulk when Nicole ignored him, but 

had personally experienced it knew what torture 

Steven, who had been having 

has Nicole given up her plan to cheat 

Blair asked mischievously. 

face was 

you really want to be a field 

no, no. I 

hurriedly stopped fooling 



help but say, "Can you be a little tough? Isn't it just being a field doctor? No big deal! Just go. Let's see 

what else he can threaten you 

you want since Ashley is not around? What about I call her now and tell her that you're hanging out with 

his heart 

friends with 

trusts me the most. It's useless to sow discord between us. I can tell Nicole that you sent her away and 

stayed here alone because 

"Steven!" 

strangle these two 

almost gotten exposed this time. If he didn't take the opportunity to tease Samuel 

phone onto the 

Some friends! 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1422 She Can't Let Samuel Know 

There were a lot of people in the hospital. It had been a long time since the last time when Nicole 

waited in line for registration. But she felt good. At least no one recognized her. 

To keep her identity a secret, Nicole did not use her real name but used her false name, Marina. 

By the time her name was called, it was almost noon. 

Nicole walked in uneasily. 

"What's the problem?" 

The doctor was in her forties or fifties. She was said to be an expert in gynecology. 

Nicole took a deep breath and replied, "Recently, I've been having mood swings, and I always feel sad. 

Even a trifle can upset me, and I make a fuss about it." 

Hearing Nicole's words, the doctor seemed surprised for a moment, then looked at Nicole and said, "You 

shouldn't have come to the gynecology department. Turn left and go to the neurology department on 

the second floor." 

Hearing the doctor's words, Nicole was immediately depressed, but she did not stand up. She pondered 

for a moment and said, "My period is ten days late." 

"Are you married?" 

Nicole's skin was fair and smooth. The doctor couldn't tell exactly how old she was. But Nicole indeed 

didn't look well. 

"I'm married with two children." 



Nicole did not conceal anything. 

The doctor was surprised. 

"You got married very early. I can't give a diagnosis now. It could be caused by endocrine disorders or 

pregnancy. You do an ultrasound examination first. More will be known after the report comes out." 

Obviously, the doctor was saying it would be known if she was pregnant or not after she did the 

ultrasound examination. 

Nicole nodded and walked out with the sheet doctor wrote. 

After paying, she went to the ultrasound examination room. When she saw so many people waiting, she 

was surprised. 

She had always thought that it was simple to do an ultrasound examination. She never thought that 

there would be so many people lining up. Only then did she remember that she had used the back door 

in the past. 

Right now, Nicole didn't want to urinate. She thought that she could drink some water to hold urine. 

There was a kind of ultrasound examination where the patient didn't need to hold urine, but she didn't 

like it. 

Nicole took a disposable cup, got some water, and began drinking it. 

Almost all the women around her were there for an ultrasound examination, and many of them were 

accompanied by their families. Seeing this, Nicole felt lonely and sad. 

As for what she was sad about, she wasn't too sure. She felt that her emotions had been out of control 

lately. 

Nicole drank water one cup after another. She soon felt full and uncomfortable. Just as she was about to 

go to the bathroom, she heard the doctor call her name. 

She quickly walked into the examination room and lay down according to the doctor's instructions. She 

was nervous. 

Seeing that her face was pale, the doctor hurriedly said, "Don't be nervous. I see that you still have a cut 

in your belly. This isn't your first child, is it?" 

"No." 

Nicole replied. 

"Since this is your second child, why are you so nervous?" 

The doctor smiled faintly and put an examination device on her belly. It was cold, but it also relaxed 

Nicole. 

At that time, she did not go to 

she thought of this, it felt like 

was thinking. She examined Nicole here and there. After 



Nicole was shocked. 

what did 

It's healthy. But your uterus is 

Nicole. Nicole was dumbfounded. She subconsciously 

"Yes." 

good care of yourself. Since you had an abortion before, it's best to secure the fetus 

nodded in a 

"Doctor, is it twins?" 

Nicole almost subconsciously asked. 

and said, "You are only 30 days pregnant. The embryonic tissue hasn't fully differentiated, so it can't be 

told if it's twins. We can listen to the heartbeats of the baby at about 60 days old. Why ask? Do twin 

genes run 

my husband and I are 

words surprised 

there is a high chance you are having twins. We will know after 

doctor gave the report to 

it 

Pregnant? 

She was pregnant. 

Samuel have 

she 

a haze and gave the 

you're 

I have something to 

it hard to 

"What is it?" 

The doctor was patient. 

bit her lower lip and began, "My husband underwent ligation. How did I get 

was obviously 

"When was the ligation?" 



"Recently." 

turned completely 

matter, but she was pregnant now! And Samuel had undergone such an operation. How was she going 

to 

duct can 

"I doubt it." 

was sure of 

her suffer again. That was why she was sure he would 

is a certain probability there are two of them. The surgeons generally do not take this into account 

during 

Nicole was completely stunned. 

This was inconceivable. 

she had won 

or 

be pregnant at this time. It might worsen your health. Think about it. The child is still young now. 

Although it will do some damage to your body if you abort it, it should be less harmful than what you 

what 

child had been aborted, but it was from a 

two small lives growing 

undergone the ligation and she was still pregnant. This 

her belly, 

if I want to keep this child, what 

mother, she was trying to protect the baby, the doctor 

tired or have too many emotional swings. Otherwise, you may not be able to keep the baby. Your 

uterine wall is already 

see. Thank you, 

Chapter 1423 Let's Wait 

"How could you lose her? What do I hire you for?" 

Samuel was so anxious that he wanted to get up several times, but he did not succeed. Instead, he 

ripped open the wound, and the bright red blood soaked through the gauze. It was a horrible sight. 

Morgan said worriedly, "Mr. Green, you can't be so excited. Your injury..." 



"My wife is gone, what's there to care about?" 

Samuel had been feeling extremely aggrieved these past few days, and now, he could use this 

opportunity to vent out his depression. 

The bodyguards trembled. They did not expect that Nicole would suddenly ditch them and abandon her 

car. 

They had almost searched through the entire city but had not found Nicole. Not to mention Samuel 

being worried, they were also anxious. 

"What are you standing here for? Get out and look for her! If anything happens to my wife, I'll kill all of 

you." 

Samuel was so angry that his entire body trembled. He ignored the wound and stood up directly. The 

intense pain made him sweat profusely. The veins in his hands bulged out. Morgan was so frightened 

that she hurriedly stepped forward to stop him. 

"Mr. Green, you can't do this! Mrs. Green saved your life with great difficulty. You should cherish it. 

Have you forgotten? Last time, you almost lost your life regardless of everything. She is still angry with 

you. Do you intend to continue to make her angry?" 

Morgan had no choice but to use Nicole to stop him. 

Samuel paused for a moment. 

He knew that Nicole was worried about him, but where was she now? 

If he couldn't find her whereabouts, he was restless. 

At this moment, a subordinate finally sent a message to Samuel. 

"Mr. Green, Mrs. Green is having dessert in a dessert house on Commercial Street." 

The subordinate also took a few photos of Nicole. 

She looked happy in the photos. Her curved eyebrows and eyes were very cute. 

It had been a long time since he last saw her so happy and reckless. 

Samuel was touched, and some memories suddenly came into his mind. 

When she was in college, Nicole liked to go to the snack street near the school to eat with her 

classmates. At first, Samuel didn't know about this. He seldom set foot on the snack street. One time, 

someone insisted he go with him. Samuel didn't expect to see her eating ice cream at the ice cream 

house. 

At that time, Nicole was like this. 

Her eyebrows curved as if she was enjoying the world's most delicious food. Just watching her eat and 

looking at her happy expression would make people feel relaxed and happy. 

Now that he saw her like this again, Samuel smiled. 



A few years had passed. He had thought that they had experienced so many things and had matured 

and grown up. However, he did not expect that at this moment, he would discover that she was still the 

cute girl in his memory. 

"Morgan, have Ernesto get the car ready. I want to go over." 

"Mr. Green, your body needs to recover." 

Morgan said boldly. 

her, as if he did not hear it at all. He 

take a taxi alone. 

didn't know any of this. She ate happily by herself, but she felt like her stomach was 

very gently. She said to herself, "Little fellow, you must a girl. You like to eat sweet food so much. I like 

girls too. You 

thought of how Zoe was in her childhood, 

missing 

about her pregnancy, he wouldn't be able to tell her off in front of the children, 

this, Nicole felt that 

another share 

she found that after eating the dessert, she was in a better mood, 

food 

and gave her 

Nicole was extremely happy. 

he saw Nicole devour a doughnut, then scoop up some ice 

ice cream, she ate a very small mouthful. She would even slowly swallow it in her mouth. The satisfied 

and 

Samuel wheeled himself over. 

"Is it delicious?" 

"It is." 

for two seconds before she realized what was happening. Why did this voice 

Sure enough, 

snatch it from you. Look at you, 

her affectionately and even reached out to wipe away the debris from the corners 

cold war with Samuel before. She only 



he wouldn't let 

they continue 

Nicole was conflicted. 

him, she had a conflicted expression. Her eyebrows were knotted. 

"Not really." 

her head and took the opportunity to dodge Samuel's 

who knew if he would get angry after he knew 

not dare to imagine what kind of expression he would have and what 

could 

like an 

"I'm full." 

no appetite 

were 

girl hadn't 

It was his fault. 

no reason at all, he 

you want to eat? I can go. Ernesto can stay with 

powerful Mr. Green was now feeling wronged, but he was 

felt that she had gone a little too 

though he was a bit macho, he loved her with 

been unable to forgive him. After learning that she was pregnant, she forgave 

Wasn't it amazing? 

She didn't know why. 

as Samuel gestured for Morgan to push him away. She 

"I have eaten a little too much. Why don't you go watch a movie 

was flattered by Nicole's 

you want to 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1424 Just a Hint 



Samuel didn't pay attention to the movie, but he saw Nicole's shining eyes and heard her very clearly. 

"Where does that come from?" 

Samuel smiled but he didn't answer directly. 

How could he give Nicole two more daughters after his surgery? Maybe she got the idea from the 

movie. 

Nicole didn't continue after she saw Samuel's reaction. 

She can tell his decision from his look. 

Sigh. 

She couldn't understand why it's so difficult for him to accept children? 

Even the movie seemed to become boring. 

Nicole was in a down mood. Samuel noticed and he knew why. But he didn't say anything due to 

Nicole's health. 

At last, Nicole was tired of the movie. 

"I'm bored. Let's go home." 

"Alright." 

Samuel agreed without a word and left the cinema with Nicole. 

It's cold outside. 

Nicole shivered a little. Samuel sent someone for her coat and then draped it on her shoulders. 

Nicole wore too little when she left home. Samuel specially brought a coat when he came out to look for 

her. 

"He is so considerate," Nicole thought, "Actually, he is brilliant." 

Everything was impeccable. 

Five years ago, Samuel didn't know how to love someone or express himself. He hurt Nicole and the 

children. But five years passed and he was trying his best to make it up. He was even ready to devote 

everything he had. 

Samuel was in a wheelchair. Nicole noticed his pale face and realized that he must have come out 

without having lunch. 

She had turned off the phone, so he couldn't call her. Maybe that's why he came out regardless of his 

health. 

Nicole's heart became warm. 

Actually, she didn't want to force him, but she also didn't want to give up the children. 



If they didn't take any precautions and she got pregnant, it would be their fault. But she got pregnant 

even after the surgery. The children must be their gift. 

She really wanted to keep the two children. 

However, Samuel was so tough. Nicole knew him well. On small matters, she could be as capricious as 

she wanted. But Samuel would never compromise when it came to her health. 

So should she comprise? 

Should she give up the children? 

Nicole's answer was no. 

But she had to come up with an idea about how to tell Samuel and keep the children. 

Nicole looked at Samuel with a thoughtful look, as if she had something to say. But she remained silent. 

"Penny for your thought?" said Samuel. 

Although Nicole was longing to tell him about the children, she shook her head, "Did you eat?" 

"Not yet." 

make a delicious meal for you. You 

time Nicole cared about his health after the surgery. Samuel was so touched that he was almost in 

finally made up with 

not mad 

question, but 

nodded and said, "You have done a lot of annoying things. If every time I get mad at you for so long, 

think I have done a 

it a little 

Nicole glanced at him. 

sure? Shall 

not. I'm hungry. Let's go 

the topic 

his wife was no longer mad at him. He wouldn't start 

pushed Samuel 

like he was in paradise. After they stopped talking to each 

I want steak for 

tell Wendy 



Nicole didn't say no. 

Samuel grinned. 

stayed behind them quietly, pretending she 

didn't mean to be the third wheel, but she had no way 

way home, there were several times Nicole was about to tell Samuel 

asked for food. Then she left for the secondary bedroom, but Samuel took hold 

mad at me anymore. Why don't you come back? How 

and so do I. If I'm with you, I will worry about your health. We 

could come up 

you come back?" Samuel 

as you recover. Well, it's not that far away. I'm 

will laugh. By the way, let's take the children back tomorrow if 

Nicole left. 

It's getting red. He 

didn't love him 

his hand 

children back? What for? So that they could 

to break the ice between him and Nicole. But Nicole was no 

wouldn't take them 

Samuel made his decision. 

got into her room and lay down. She remembered exactly what the doctor had said. She took out her B 

scan result quietly and smiled at the little 

to 

made her 

hand on her belly and promised to do anything 

she still didn't know 

Nicole was thinking hard. 

up her phone to text Gabrielle. Then she saw Gabrielle's 

son was growing so fast. The boy was 



were photos of Maddie, too. She held her little brother 

heart was 

to her pregnancy. She even began to imagine 

a video call to 

a while to get 

have some time for me? I 

Her face was shining. Apparently, she was in 

and your baby. What kind of friend I am 

you didn't come. Thank you. Such a great present 

Nicole paused. 

Samuel were not in the city. She didn't even have time to send a present because the situation was 

intense. She was surprised when 

Chapter 1425 Are You Going to Get a Hit? 

"You gave him the silent treatment. It's just a show?" 

Gabrielle's words made Nicole even more embarrassed. 

"But Blair operated on Samuel without my consent. Blair owed it to me." 

Nicole acted like a scoundrel. 

Gabrielle was speechless. 

"Nicole, Blair is just a doctor. Samuel is his second brother. Can he not listen to Samuel?" 

"Anyway, I almost can't have a baby with Samuel because of the operation. Blair owed it to me. He must 

help me! I don't care how he'll tell Samuel about this." 

After saying that, Nicole hung up the video call. 

Gabrielle was depressed. 

"What's wrong? Has someone upset you? Tell me." 

When Blair returned, he saw Gabrielle sighing with her phone. He kissed her and asked. 

Gabrielle directly told him, "Nicole! She made me angry." 

"Alright. I will go to teach her a lesson. Wait a minute. Who are you saying?" 

Blair paused after he realized who Nicole was. 

Gabrielle curled her lips with dissatisfaction and said, "What? Aren't you going to teach her a lesson?" 

"Yes. But how did she mess with you?" 



Blair was lost. 

Gabrielle glared at him and said depressingly, "Nicole is pregnant." 

"It can't be?" 

Blair seemed to have heard a joke and didn't believe it at all. However, Gabrielle had been watching him 

without a word. Blair was a little panicked. 

"Is it true? Won't you believe I failed that simple operation, right?" 

Blair did not want to admit this at all. 

Gabrielle suddenly laughed. 

"When you operated on him, did you check if he had two vas deferens?" 

After hearing Gabrielle's words, Blair felt it was amazing. 

"So what? Samuel thinks that the child isn't his?" 

Blair involuntarily asked. 

Gabrielle shook her head and said, "He doesn't know about the child. Nicole wants you to tell him." 

"Why not tell him by herself? What does this have to do with me?" 

without her consent and she almost missed 

"Holy shit." 

Blair cursed. 

there for a long time. And if we go back, there will be more people to take care 

escape as 

the corners 

he will blame it on you. At that time, even if you go abroad, he will 

husband. Why can't you ever take 

a 

would have one more 

It couldn't blame him. 

that Samuel would know 

that Gabrielle 

"You're a man. You have to help Nicole. Don't forget, Samuel 

need to 



became even more 

his son. But now, Nicole was pregnant, and they might have 

This was bad business. 

shot himself in 

got very upset 

Gabrielle laughed. 

me? Don't you move! You're 

threw away his coat and chased after 

"No! Blair, go away!" 

They chased after each other 

saw them, Maddie quietly went to her younger brother's room. She looked at the baby in the cradle 

with 

Maddie, he babbled a few words. Then, he laughed, grabbed Maddie's finger with his chubby hand, and 

put 

close the door. She knew that they went to their bedroom. She stood up and diluted some milk powder 

because her younger brother was 

it. After finishing 

had sex, Gabrielle kicked him in disgust and said, "You got what you want! Hurry 

you suggest 

looked at Gabrielle 

Women were changeable. 

Exactly! 

She was so 

She is still worried about the child. 

me under the bus. Do you 

are you afraid of? Samuel is injured and he can't stand up. He won't beat 

made Blair even more 

He's especially bad-tempered. He will take revenge on 

with Nicole protecting you, he can do nothing to 

her words, Blair's eyes 



have your word? You have to let Nicole protect 

I forgot 

ran outside. Blair 

seen Maddie enter the baby's room just now. He 

thought Maddie was 

Davon's help. Davon was Nicole's cousin. If 

a sensible girl. It would 

up and went to take a 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1426 Samuel Had Always Been a Tough Person 

Whether Samuel could understand or not, Blair did not care. Anyway, he had given Samuel a hint. 

Considering how smart Samuel was, perhaps, he would understand. 

As Blair thought this, he ran out and drove away. 

At the sound of the roar of the car's engine, Samuel frowned slightly. 

What was wrong with Blair? 

Why did he run away? 

Something was wrong! 

What the hell was Blair doing here? 

Just to tell him a story and peel an apple? 

Samuel frowned slightly and took a bite of the apple, feeling that it was quite sweet. Then, he picked up 

the military newspaper and read it. 

However, after a while, he suddenly remembered something. 

Blair shouldn't be so idle as to run over and tell him stories. Wait. What was the story about? 

Samuel thought for a moment and his expression immediately changed. 

It shouldn't be as what he was imagining, right? 

Samuel's heart skipped a beat. Then, he remembered how off Nicole was today and the story Blair told 

him. He called Blair. 

Noticing that it was Samuel's call, Blair didn't want to answer it. 

He was driving! 

Well, he didn't have to answer the phone! 



Blair comforted himself like this. 

Sure enough, Samuel soon stopped calling. Just as Blair heaved a sigh of relief, he got a message. 

Blair glanced at it. 

Samuel said, "If you don't answer the phone, I'll go to your house and wait for you. Do you really think 

you can always avoid me?" 

Blair pursed his lips. 

... 

Samuel had always been a tough person! 

Blair unwillingly pulled over and called Samuel back Samuel. 

"Tell me what happened?" 

Samuel's voice was cold. 

In a dilemma, Blair was suffering mental torment. 

"Samuel, that's not my fault." 

"Get to the point." 

did not have much patience and 

the operation I performed on you. Let me make it clear that I haven't done anything wrong. You have 

two vas deferens. This is an exception. 

understood what 

"Nicole is pregnant?" 

this, he was overwhelmed by 

keep this baby, so she asked Gabrielle to threaten me to tell you about it. Samuel, can you stop messing 

with 

pray that Nicole will be fine. If something happens to 

up after he 

signal coming from the phone, Blair was 

hell was 

hanging up, Samuel was completely 

Nicole got pregnant? 

came to save him with members from Night Elf Empire and got hurt. When these things 

went to 



of the bodyguards and 

suspect that 

thought it was very likely that Nicole took Lucas' joke into her heart. To his surprise, what Lucas said was 

Was Samuel excited? 

Was he happy? 

Of course, he was. 

Nicole's poor 

longer sit still. He called Morgan and asked her to move him to the wheelchair, and then pushed him 

asleep and did not notice Samuel's presence 

lips curved up slightly, and her expression was especially gentle. Besides, she held a piece of 

gently pulled it out. It was 

Nicole was five weeks pregnant. 

was amazing. Such a small black dot would turn into a baby with flesh and blood. It would call him 

Daddy, and it would enjoy a good time in his arms. Samuel's face softened. A smile touched the corners 

of 

yearned for this baby. When 

put the report back into Nicole's hand. He 

tuck Nicole in and adjusted the temperature of the 

Wendy to serve nutrition meals from now 

by Samuel's instruction. Then she 

went to the 

I need all the 

Samuel knew Nicole well. 

to an ordinary hospital for a check-up, so she wouldn't use her real name. The most frequently used 

complied with 

time. For the sake of Nicole's health, he almost quit. But at this moment, 

was going to have another 

This baby came accidentally after 

decision until he got all the 

once Nicole's life was threatened, even if this baby was a gift from God, and 



Samuel was quite upset. 

and no one could see his face in the smoke. 

an hour later, Ernesto called 

I've got what you 

information. And call 

extinguished the cigarette butt and 

body was not good for Nicole's 

the information Ernesto sent to him 

the doctor was taken to 

had never been to the Green's was completely dumbfounded. 

Chapter 1427 Kick Her out if She Does PDA 

Morgan hurriedly retreated. 

Samuel entered Nicole's room again. This time, he did not hesitate. 

Since Nicole could withstand pregnancy and childbirth, he would try his best to satisfy her wishes as well 

as to dispel his regret. 

He gently held Nicole's hand. Her hand was always a little cold. Now that she was pregnant, he didn't 

know if she could build up her body with nourishing food. 

Samuel stayed with Nicole for a while. Nicole was sleeping soundly and it didn't seem that she would 

wake up soon. 

She hadn't experienced sickness yet. Samuel didn't know when she would suffer. 

Samuel went back to his room and asked Ernesto to buy some books about pregnancy. He appeared to 

be excited. 

Samuel had a different feeling from the time Nicole had Lucas. This time, he would participate in the 

growth of this new baby. Thinking about it, he felt extremely excited. 

Samuel suddenly wanted to tell everyone the good news. 

He added Lucas, Joseph, Zoe, Jason, Mark, Edwin, Tim, Davon, and Zayn into a group on Twitter. 

These were all Nicole's relatives. besides, Samuel added Jarrod. 

Jarrod was his only relative. 

Samuel named this group 'Relatives' directly. 

"What happened?" 

Davon was somewhat puzzled. 



When Tim found that Samuel added him to the group, he couldn't help but say, "What is going on? Do 

you accept me as your cousin? Come on, call me cousin Tim. I will give you some candy." 

Normally, if Tim said that, Samuel would definitely retort. But today, he was in a good mood, so he 

didn't bother with Tim. 

Since Samuel did not say anything, Tim was a little surprised. 

"What? Samuel, what's wrong with you? Did you abandon Nicole?" 

Samuel pursed his lips as he suppressed his anger. 

Jason and Mark didn't say anything. They checked the group members, finding all were their relatives. 

They just texted a smiling snicker without saying anything else. 

Edwin had just arrived in Capital City and wanted to meet Sally. But William's psychological counseling 

wasn't going well. so Sally had to be with him and temporarily couldn't spare time to meet Edwin. Edwin 

was bored when Samuel joined the family group. 

Zayn survived a calamity. He had just woken up when he saw Samuel's group. He didn't make a sound 

but stare at the screen. 

Now that everyone was here, Samuel immediately sent out a red envelope of 10,000. 

Everyone was stunned. Then Tim was the first to snatch it. 

"Holy shit! Samuel, are you going to show your respect for your relatives?" 

Samuel immediately banned him from texting. 

Then he said solemnly in the group, "Let me tell you a piece of good news. Nicole is pregnant! I'm going 

to have another baby!" 

Tim was depressed. 

that Samuel had done 

couldn't have another one within three years. But Samuel announced such news. He was either happy 

or 

in the group. With anger, he had 

you do it on purpose? How can you have 

you are sad, how can you be in 

It sounded hurtful. 

he had known why Samuel sent the red envelope, he wouldn't have snatched it. But he held his 

baby was Nicole's. So, he should 

profile picture, and clicked on it. Then he sent a red envelope of 

Be careful. If you 



he said in the group, "How about asking 

She's fine at home, and the doctor asked her to stay in bed for the first three months. If you 

"Alright." 

not hesitate 

10,000 to Nicole 

was delighted that Nicole was 

have another great-grandson. That's 

saw Edwin, he paused for a moment, then notified him and said respectfully, "Grandpa, I 

will take a 

this was his happiest 

powerful grandson. Besides, 

he saw what Davon said, he 

was Sally and 

... 

Sally was his mother? 

and 

said that Davon wanted to 

With the help of his brother, Zayn 

was a little 

in the dark. But Davon saved him. If 

mixed feelings, at a loss how to 

wanting to ask her if she knew that 

ask Davon personally 

that when she was sleeping, everyone knew that she was pregnant. What was more, Samuel personally 

announced the 

added Ashley and Claire into a group. After 

news for you. Nicole is pregnant and is going to have another baby. Everyone can start preparing a gift 

for the new 

Nicole, Emory came back safe and sound. Now our 

that, she sent Nicole a red envelope of 



Nicole. She smiled, "Not bad. Samuel had a vasectomy, but Nicole can get pregnant. I don't know if I 

should say Samuel is awesome or Nicole is. As the saying goes, to 

Gabrielle immediately laughed. 

that Nicole will hit you. Samuel is a 

and Ashley naturally knew what was 

shows that God favors Nicole and 

"That's right." 

Although her child was gone, she was happy that Nicole was 

but Nicole has to pay attention. She's not in good health. 

"Alright." 

was sleeping soundly when she heard the sound of her cell phone. She 

the red envelope almost 

clicked on one red envelope, finding it was worth 10,000. Then she clicked on the second one and got 

another 10,000. Furthermore, everyone sent her congratulations. Nicole was somewhat 

giving me 

asked in 

Chapter 1428 Leo Was Her Father 

"Davon, I'm ready. Let's go." 

Phoenix happily came down from the bedroom and saw Davon running out like a gust of wind. 

"Davon." 

She was a little surprised. She called Davon but he didn't seem to hear her. He directly ran out. 

At this time, Helen came back from outside and she looked at Phoenix, "Princess, something happened." 

Phoenix's heart skipped a beat. She had a feeling that it had something to do with Davon. 

"Go on." 

Phoenix couldn't help but clench her hands. 

Helen whispered, "Eason Sawyer is dead." 

Phoenix couldn't control herself and took two steps back. 

It made sense. That was why Davon was so anxious and ignored everything. 

Eason was Davon's adoptive father. As Davon grew up, Eason played the role of a father. Now that... 

Phoenix felt sad. She could imagine how heartbroken Davon was at this time. 



She hurriedly caught up but was stopped by Helen. 

"What are you doing?" 

Phoenix was slightly stunned. 

Helen looked at Phoenix and hesitated for a moment, saying, "Master Eason was killed by the king." 

"So?" 

Phoenix didn't figure out what Helen meant at first. But soon, she got Helen's meaning even if Helen 

didn't say anything. 

Leo was her father! 

Whether she admitted it or not, she was Leo's daughter. 

So, she was the daughter of the man who killed Davon's father? 

Phoenix froze. She didn't know how to express her feelings at this time and she only wanted to cry. 

"Princess, are you alright?" 

Helen had never seen Phoenix like this before. 

Phoenix waved her hand and returned to her room alone. 

What could she do? 

She was Davon's wife and the Dons treated her very well, but she didn't know what they would think of 

her after that. 

Perhaps they wouldn't change their attitudes. Anyway, they could tell right from wrong, but a gap still 

appeared. 

Her father killed Davon's adoptive father, but she was Davon's wife. What should she do? 

Would Davon find their relationship strange? Would he still accept her? 

Would they divorce? 

Phoenix thought nonsense, her head hurting badly. 

her best 

since childhood, except her life. No, the reason for her to survive was herself. She managed to keep 

herself alive from starving 

the fact that Leo was her 

anything when Davon killed Leo. So what? 

moment, this identity was like a mountain pressing down on Phoenix's heart, making her unable 

Davon did to her was playing in front of 

Why? 



did Leo kill 

he fighting his 

Davon's help? Why 

No way! 

Something was wrong. 

Phoenix and Davon left Country F at ease because they knew that Leo needed help from 

happen 

suddenly stood up and quickly packed 

this, Helen asked in surprise, "Princess, are 

"Right. Has Davon left?" 

by private 

definitely go back since something happened to his 

She whispered, "Book me 

flights are 

Helen's words surprised Phoenix. 

could enter Country F and it 

What should she do? 

She must go back. 

go ask for help from 

only Nicole and Samuel 

back from outside. For a moment, she didn't know what 

"Uncle Jason." 

you going? 

a little surprised when seeing 

the Sawyer family. Davon left first and I will go back 

head, not knowing how to face 

a lot, so the Dons were also grateful to them. Now that her father 

voice softened when 



every injustice has its perpetrator. It's not your fault and we won't blame you. Don't feel stressed. The 

situation in 

raised her head, 

scared. What if they didn't like her? What if they thought of her as a bad girl because she was Leo's 

daughter? Now that she felt complex when hearing what 

the Don's her own home. This place gave 

treated her very well. She had the best to eat, to wear, and to use without any orders from Davon. The 

Dons prepared everything for her, including something she never thought of. Considering where 

because she was Davon's wife, a member of the Don 

had killed Davon's 

wanted 

"Uncle Jason, I'm sorry." 

a lump in 

of Nicole when looking at her and he 

family, so why should you be sorry? Besides, it has nothing to do with you. Don't blame yourself. The 

Sawyer family means a lot to Davon. Now that his adoptive father had an accident, he had no time for 

you. 

Phoenix nodded. 

Davon didn't blame her? 

When he turned around 

did she care so much about Davon's 

afraid that Davon would ignore 

know, but she felt like crying for some 

Jason, I still want to go back. I'm Davon's wife and he 

but she just wanted to be by his 

didn't participate in what Davon had experienced before, but at this moment, she wanted to know how 

he felt and wanted to be by 

Sawyers, and looked at Phoenix's firm 

can fly to Country F, so if you want to go, I'm afraid you'll have to 

I will ask Nicole for 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 



Chapter 1429 Does He Regret Marrying Me 

Nicole knew Phoenix was infertile. If she hadn't saved Samuel, she wouldn't have been like this now. The 

thought that Phoenix would never have her child made Nicole distressed. 

"This piece of clothes looks great. Did you make it?" 

"Yeah, I made it in my spare time," Phoenix said with a smile. 

... 

Knowing what was on Nicole's mind, she said, "I've never regretted saving Mr. Green. If I had a second 

chance, I would still do the same. It's my own choice and has nothing to do with anyone else. So don't 

look at me like that. Having no children may be a regret, but I can still live a wonderful life." 

She patted Nicole's hand. Nicole found what she said surprising and admirable. 

"Impressive!" 

"Thank you." 

Phoenix smiled faintly. She glanced at Samuel and said after pondering for a while, "If you want to 

compensate, can you lend me your private plane?" 

Samuel and Nicole didn't expect that. 

"What do you need a private plane for? Don't the Dons have one?" 

"Of course, but Davon is using it. He drove it away." 

Phoenix didn't want to tell Nicole that Davon's father had an accident. Nicole was already in poor health 

and now she was pregnant. Telling her would only make her anxious. She couldn't do anything. Plus, 

they had only just returned from Country F. Phoenix didn't want to disturb them with matters in Country 

F. 

Samuel squinted. 

Things were far more complicated than driving away the plane. 

Davon was a military officer who could use a fighter jet if he needed it. But he chose his private plane, 

indicating it was a private matter. If he didn't bring Phoenix, he clearly didn't want her to be involved in 

it. Now that Phoenix came to borrow the plane, Samuel had a hunch that something must have 

happened. 

"I'm going to see if the plane is well-maintained. I'll leave you alone." 

"Alright." 

Phoenix nodded. 

Samuel went out in his wheelchair. 

Nicole didn't think too much. 



Her only priority has been her baby since she got pregnant. Plus, Davon and Zayn were in charge of the F 

country. If everything went as planned, Leo would soon be brought to justice. Therefore, she didn't 

bother to think about those things. 

She felt those experiences were so distant from her and just wanted her baby to be safe. 

Holding Phoenix's hand tighter, she went on, "How's it going between Davon and you? Since you've got 

your marriage license, when are you going to hold the wedding?" 

Phoenix's heart ached. 

Wedding? 

Initially, Davon had been preparing for their wedding. He went abroad to visit a famous designer to 

design her wedding dress. If Eason hadn't died, they would have had their wedding in three months. But 

Eason, Davon's adoptive father, died. 

there was a funeral, hold 

"Davon is too busy to prepare for 

has a lot on his plate, he should make some time. For a woman, the most 

her heart was filled with 

go well 

her sadness. She held Nicole's hand and said, "Mr. Green is very worried about you. You were 

Nicole was touched. 

are here to see me, Davon must 

had spread the 

Phoenix knew she was pregnant, then Davon must have 

why didn't 

Nicole was upset. 

plane. But he asked me to see you. Isn't him visiting you and me doing 

course. You're 

mission, 

is highly confidential. He can't 

"Oh, I see." 

Nicole nodded. 

the military compound, but since Phoenix said so, 

you borrow the private 



the neighboring city to help Davon. I can't tell you what the 

had something to do with the military compound, and 

So she stopped asking. 

let out a sigh of 

it from Nicole wasn't easy. But she was pregnant with her mind entirely on her baby. Plus, she believed 

in Phoenix. That was why Phoenix 

knew she couldn't hide it 

to do. I have to go now. Take good care of yourself. I'm looking forward to seeing your baby. I'm going to 

you want to be my baby's godmother. Don't you think you're 

smiled but felt distressed deep down 

"Alright. You're always right." 

"Of course, I am." 

in a good 

Nicole would always be happy and 

"Nicole." 

"Huh?" 

"Be safe and happy." 

For herself and Phoenix. 

say anything else. She was 

I'm just pregnant. You all behave as though I had some sort of serious disease. You are being too 

good care of yourself. I'll be leaving. I'll come 

didn't know if there was a chance. What would happen when she returned home? 

Nicole nodded cheerfully. 

whenever you are free. I can't go anywhere for the first three months. Samuel keeps a close eye on me, 

even when I go to the bathroom. He's driving me mad. 

arm like 

never expected she would get along well with Nicole. But the more she knew about Nicole, 

care of her. But she didn't 

coquettishly like a child? I'm 

Chapter 1430 He's Really Cheeky 



"Samuel, what are you doing?" 

Tim just overheard the relationship between Samuel and Phoenix. Now Nicole was pregnant, and 

Phoenix was with Davon. He just came over to see Nicole, but he didn't expect to see Samuel and 

Phoenix holding together. 

This was simply too much! 

Did Samuel cheat on Nicole when she was just pregnant? 

The fox preyed farthest from home. But Samuel screwed with Phoenix. Didn't he know that Phoenix was 

Davon's wife? 

Tim rushed towards Samuel in anger, which frightened Phoenix. 

Phoenix had just cried. Seeing Tim coming to Samuel aggressively, she subconsciously turned around 

and stood in front of Samuel. 

"What are you doing?" 

Tim was about to punch Phoenix's face, but he stopped. 

"Piss off!" 

His voice was cold. 

Samuel soon realized that Tim had misunderstood and whispered, "It's not what you think. Phoenix is 

my sister." 

"Bullshit! I saw you holding each other. How can you do this to Nicole?" 

Tim was furious. But Phoenix was in front of Samuel, so he could not teach Samuel a lesson. 

Only then did Phoenix realize what she had just done. 

"Sorry, I was in a bad mood just now. I was emotional. It has nothing to do with Mr. Green." 

Phoenix looked at Samuel embarrassedly. 

Samuel said, "I said you are my sister." 

"Bullshit..." 

"Tim!" 

Samuel interrupted Tim. 

Samuel looked sullen, and his voice was cold. 

Tim had seen Samuel like this when he tried to protect Nicole. Now Samuel treated him like this just for 

Phoenix. Tim was irritated. 

Just as Tim was about to say something, Samuel said to Phoenix, "Get on the plane and leave. If anything 

happens to you, try to discuss it with Davon. You can count on him in Country F. And I believe that 

Davon is not such a superficial person. If he were, he would not have married you. Don't think too much. 



Just follow your heart. Phoenix, you can create your happiness. No one else can give it to you, nor can 

they help you. You should make a decision. If you want Davon to be with you, you have to face 

something." 

Samuel's words struck Phoenix and she was enlightened. 

Samuel was right. 

She was now Davon's wife, not Princess Inez of Country F. Leo was her father, but so what? As long as 

Davon believed her and loved her, she would love him with all her heart. 

know when I'll be back. Please take 

back, we will get together again. At that time, I will Davon give you one terrific wedding. You belong to 

the Green 

words made 

"Mr. Green!" 

"Just call me Samuel." 

in front of Tim. He patted her shoulder gently and said in a soft voice, "You're my family. No one dares 

to bully you. Nicole and I won't let that happen. Remember, 

that she could hardly bring out a 

conversation, 

Tim. Samuel sent 

plane took off, Samuel glared at 

his nose and said, "What's your 

you deaf? Don't you hear 

pushed the 

and help Samuel pushed his wheelchair, saying, "You fell into each other's arms. Of course, I 

"So you're blind." 

stop? Don't think I am truly afraid of you. Or 

felt that Samuel just ignored 

Nicole, he stopped and said, "If I had an affair with Phoenix, I 

You must feel guilty. Otherwise, why are you hiding it 

words, Samuel was 

hasn't the Louis Group gone bankrupt with 

you're mocking me for being silly. You didn't tell me. How do I know what's going on? Nicole is my sister. 



Tim said righteously. 

that Tim did it for the sake of Nicole, Samuel told Tim everything about Phoenix and him, as well as 

finally understood why Samuel took Phoenix as his 

the Don family 

did not care about Phoenix's identity, it would help if Samuel took Phoenix as his sister so that Phoenix 

it is. Poor girl. How about I take her as my sister? There are not so 

a moment, and then he whispered, 

a fight, do you? Don't think that I will take care of you just because you're disabled now, 

chattering. Samuel pushed the 

Tim was always warm-hearted. 

outside. Evelyn brought a lot of supplements to Nicole, which made 

I'm just 

Nicole frowned. 

said, "Tim bought those for me after my miscarriage. I hate to see them go to waste. Just finish these 

things for me. Besides, you're 

"But it's too much." 

the pile of supplements 

don't need 

like weeping but had 

worried about. She 

such a lot of supplements, she had to eat for a long time. 

care of yourself. If you were in bad health, how could you make sure 

trace of sadness 

hand and said, 

to those women who can't get 


